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Abstract— In recent years, there has been an explosion of interest in mining time series databases. As with most
computer science problems, representation of the data is the key to efficient and effective solutions. One of the most
commonly used representations is piecewise linear approximation. This representation has been used by various
researchers to support clustering, classification, indexing and data sharing approach of time series data. A variety of
algorithms have been proposed to obtain this representation, with several algorithms having been independently
rediscovered several times. In this project, we undertake the first extensive review and empirical comparison of all
proposed techniques. We show that all these algorithms have fatal flaws from a data sharing perspective. We introduce
a novel algorithm that we empirically show to be superior to all others in the literature.
Index Terms—Two-way communication, deletion channel, insertions and deletions, synchronization, edits, coding for
synchronization, sync, practical protocols.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
A system model is the conceptual model that describes and represents a system. A system comprises multiple
views such as planning, requirement (analysis), design, implementation, deployment, structure, behavior, input data,
and output data views. A system model is required to describe and represent all these multiple views. The system
model describes and represents the multiple views possibly using two different approaches. The first one is the nonarchitectural approach and the second one is the architectural approach. Popular utility designed to copy files faster and
more reliably, providing the user with many features. Tera Copy uses dynamically adjusted buffers to reduce seek
times. It can resume broken file transfer, skip bad files during the copying process. Quickly access your favorite folders
and files. Jump to any deeply nested folder in a double mouse click. Direct Folder automatically resizes every standard
file dialog, so that you can see a larger number of files.
In this work, we deal with efficient load balancing between the different resource nodes that process the client tasks,
in a secure way as well as the elimination of possible single point of failure in a semi centralized load balancing
architecture. To ensure that the two fundamentals i.e. co-ordination (the right things) and synchronization (the right
time) of the processes will be implemented we use synchronization algorithms. With such synchronization algorithms
security will be provided to the data while transmission. This leads to less time consumption as the tasks are been
executed concurrently. Our System is a mixture of distribution model for P2P network. Data Sharing System, which has
attracted the largest number of users, is the main application scheme for P2P file sharing. In broadcasting network, a
single file is shared by many users. The global data(files) to be transmitted is divided into Chunks (i.e. breaking the files
into pieces) using chunking mechanism. The chunks can be of fixed size or variable size. All the parts connect to a
central node called tracker to get a list of parts. Once all the distributed pieces are obtained at single location then whole
data is successfully broadcasted to destination path.
II.

RELATED WORK
In paper [1], the problem of synchronizing two files X and Y at two distant nodes A and B that are connected
through a two-way communication channel. A synchronization protocol between node A and node B that needs to
transmit O (q/H 2 (β d +β I) n log 1/β d +β I) bits (where n is the length of X, q is the alphabet size and H 2 is the
collision entropy of X) and reconstructs X at node B with error probability exponentially low in n.
Where Paper [2] Modern Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) architectures often utilize a wholesale data transfer protocol
known as “slow sync” for synchronizing PDAs with Personal Computers (PCs). This is inefficient with respect to
bandwidth usage, latency, and energy consumption, since the PDA and PC typically share many common records.they
propose, analyze, and implement a novel PDA synchronization scheme (CPI sync) predicated upon recent informationtheoretic research.
Racetrack memory is a non-volatile memory engineered to provide both high density and low latency, that is subject to
synchronization or shift errors. Paper [3] describes a fast coding solution, in which “delimiter bits” assisting
identifying the type of shift error, and easily implementable graph-based codes are used to correct the error, once
identified.
The purpose of this survey [4] is to describe recent progress in the study of the binary deletion channel and related
channels with synchronization errors, including a clear description of open problems in this area, with the hope of
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spurring further research. here they highlight a recent result that shows that the capacity is at least (1−p)/9 when each
bit is deleted independently with fixed probability p.
In [5] this paper constructs a non-binary code correcting a single-burst of insertions or deletions. This paper also
proposes a decoding algorithm of this code and evaluates a lower bound of the cardinality of this code. Moreover, we
evaluate an asymptotic upper bound on the cardinality of codes which can correct a single burst of insertions or
deletions. In this paper, they have constructed a non-binary-burst insertion/deletion correcting code and presented a
decoding algorithm for the code. they also have derived a lower bound on the cardinality of the proposed code and an
asymptotic upper bound on the cardinality of non-binary burst deletion correcting codes.
As wll as In [6] The weight spectra and Hamming distance properties of single insertion/deletion error-correcting
codes are analyzed. These relationships are then extended to investigate codes that can correct multiple random
insertions and deletions. From these relationships, new bounds are derived and a general construction for multiple
insertion/deletion correcting codes is proposed and evaluated.
III.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig.1: Architecture
Chunking is a process to partition entire file into small pieces of chunks. For any data de-duplication system,
chunking is the most time-consuming processes since it has to traverse entire file without any exception. The process
time of chunking totally depends on how the chunking algorithms break a file. Moreover, the smaller the size of a
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chunk has, the better result a de-duplication system has. Increasing the number of chunks, however, results in
increasing the processing time.
IV.
IMPLEMENTATION METHEDOLOGY
v Mathematical Modeling:
S = {I, O, F, P, DD, NDD, Memory shared}
Where,
I: set of inputs,
O: It is the set outputs,
DD: Deterministic data i.e. output data is true,
NDD: Non-deterministic data,
Memory shared: memory blocks that is used for execution
I = {Collection of different kinds of data}
O = {O1; O2; O3}
O1= Profit ratio for computational unit
O2= Profit ratio for memory storage
O3= Profit ratio for memory and bandwidth
F= {F1, F2, F3}
F1 = Data chunk object
F2 = Profit ratio object
F3 = Remote location object
P = {P1, P2}
P1 = Charging cost for inelastic task
P2 = Security mechanism
DD = {output data is true}
NDD = {not fixed}
Memory shared = {memory blocks that is used for execution}
v FEATURES
• Platform Independent
• Load Balancing
• Audible Operations
• User Friendly Apperaence
• File Transfer
• Space Utilization
• Directory Transfer
• Time Utilization
V.

ALGORITHM
v Hybrid Byte Rotation Algorithm:[3]
Step 1. Start
Step 2. Read the source file
Step 3. Read the destination file
Step 4. Read the password.
Step 5. Convert the password to byte format
Step 6. Rotate byte’s as per ASCII limit
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Step 7. Read the source file data into buffer
Step 8. Shifting the data bits using key length
Step 9. Write the buffer data
Step10. Stop
VI.

SYSTEM MODULES
Module 1: Authentication Module
Unique key verification object:-User need to enter username and password and then authentication of the credentials
will be done whether the user is authorized user or not.
Module 2: Global Data Sharing Module
Our application can transfer any kind of file like .exe file, .doc file, .mp3 file, mp4 file and many more. We can also
encode and decode the file by just clicking on the Encode and Decode checkboxes. Other systems take lots of time to
transfer the file. But Our System transfers file within a fraction of seconds.
Module 3: Space Utilization
Space Utilization is an important approach in any computing system. But in other applications space utilization
management is not proper which leads to lack of space. Hence due to this we cannot store our desired files, folder,
applications, etc. But there is proper space utilization in our system which helps in storing data in a proper way.
Module 4: Directory Transfer
We can transfer the directory in normal systems but we cannot give a security mechanism to it simultaneously during
transfer is going on. This is a very time consuming process. But our system provides mechanism such that we can
transfer the directory along with giving security mechanism to it at the same time. This will help in reducing the time.
Module 5: Security Mechanism:
Security of the software is the important approach in the today’s world. It’s very important that the data should be
secured from the outsider. Our System will provide security mechanism which helps to secure data from the outsider.
The application contains Encoded Decode facility for securing the data. Due to this the data cannot be accessed by
any outside third person.

VII.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
A. INPUT DATA:
ID
FILE TYPE
1
.txt
2
.rtf
3
.pdf
4
.mp4
5
.ppt
6
.jpg
7
.exe

SIZE OF FILE
2 kb
41 kb
848 kb
3607 kb
471 kb
75.2 kb
3.26 mb

B. TIME FACTOR:
ID
FILE TYPE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

.txt
.rtf
.pdf
.mp4
.pptx
.jpg
.exe

ENCRIPTION
TIME
26
44
44
105
41
41
150

DECRYPTION
TIME
46
45
48
53
48
47
45

C. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS:
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160
140
120
100
80

Encryption Time(ms)

60

Decryption Time(ms)

40
20
0
.txt
VIII.

IX.

.rtf

.pdf

.mp4

.pptx

.jpg

.exe

CONCLUSION
In this project, we consider the issue for integrity checking of data sharing approaches with a remote server and
proposed an efficient data securely sharing which will be specifically designed to handle a number of deletions linear in
the length of the file for different operations where space utilization, security mechanism, splitting and concatenation
operations are performed on file information. Our System also consists of verification methodology for integrity for the
files stored on remote server, and reduces the storage costs and computation costs of the data. The presented scheme
design base on new lightweight hybrid data structure to support dynamic operations on blocks which incurs minimum
computation costs by decreasing the number of node shifting. Using our new data structure, the data owner can perform
insert, modify or delete operation on file blocks with high efficiency
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